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A Thriving Economy
Cooperative * Resilient * World Scale
Zero-Fee * Microtransfers

The Tender collaborative open economy connects a
multitude of digital applications, services, communities,
and users. The economy is based on cooperation and
favours transaction efficiency over speculation. It is a
common good. It features:
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Tender Documents
This white paper is one of a series of documents that discuss the economy from different viewpoints.
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What we call stable will actually be extremely reduced volatility

TENDER Dollar and TENDER Euro etc are derivatives of the respective national fiat currencies, without explicit fiat currency
backing
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1 Tender – a common good
Pacio’s Tender is a digital economy that provides an application platform with free scalable
transactions and synchronised currencies (with extremely reduced volatility). Tender works on 3
levels:
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Agent-centric Distributed Ledger Technology (1)
Pacio is adapting breakthrough technology from Holochain3 to create a transactional DLT whose
capacity (measured in transaction per second or tps) increases with every new node. Its fractional
data distribution – modelled after BitTorrent – shrinks nodes to a reasonable size for mobile phones.
A mobile node can handle more than 1 tps while a load-balanced server node can accommodate
more than 50,000 tps 4. Unlike blockchains, Holochain increases network-wide tps with every node.
Thus the whole network, consisting of thousands to millions of nodes, will have virtually unlimited
capacity.

3

Description here: Here’s Holochain in 100, 200, and 500 words

4

Pacio is currently running tests in this regard. The White Paper will be continuously updated with our findings.
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Tender currencies (2)
With this DLT, every user has a node, validating and maintaining the whole network. When there are
no miners or block producers with their own financial perspectives, as for blockchains, transfers can
work without transaction fees.
Zero fee transactions makes true zero fee p2p5 microtransfers possible – the last uncharted territory
for payments.
Pacio adds dynamic emissions to keep Tender currencies stable vis-à-vis main fiat currencies without
actually storing fiat. Working in a Tender currency synchronised to a user’s own fiat currency will be
key to global adoption.
The economy is the sum of all applications using the Tender currencies. Even p2p transfers use an
app - a wallet. Application providers have great motivation to care for the wellbeing of the economy’s
underlying currencies, since their apps will depend on them, and currency stability will be a major
feature for their apps. That makes the application provider group ideal to govern the currencies via
a governance polling system and dynamic emissions – increasing and shrinking money supply as
required. App providers are further bound to the economy by receiving Tender development loans
generated out of liquidity.
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Tender economy (3)
Zero-fee, unlimited scale and stability offers a wide range of real-world applications. While the
economy is open to every use case, we project that the first set of applications will focus on micro
transfers – from gaming to IOT. But added data immutability, security and privacy makes Tender
ideal for business-critical use cases: accounting, financial reporting, remittances, payroll, exchanges.

Microtransactions
Having a zero-fee currency makes micro-transactions possible.
Microdonations
Tender will bring the first donation service that can do 1-cent donations. Without fees.
Paywall
Why not make a micro-paywall? Users pay 1 cent per pageview. Or 10 cents per day.
Gambling
Players transact only the active stake and don't have to trust the application owner. Gains are
immediately transferred.
Gaming
Zero fee currency is ideal for in-game purchases and transfers.
IOT
IOT applications will not gain traction if their underlying transaction currency comes with a fee and
has very limited speed and scalability.
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p2p is short for peer to peer or one node to another directly, not via a central server
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Secure Email
Zero free transfers could finally be the breakthrough for spam free and secure email services.
Smartlike
A recommendation engine powered by microdonation likes could replace flawed like and reviewsystems.
Streaming Money
Payroll by the minute. Microwork applications. Pay services by the second.

Pacio applications
Pacio has its core in the business-data field and will develop applications in the following fields:
Triple Entry Accounting
Fraud-proof accounting with a third, public and immutable ledger6.
Business Data Reporting
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Companies turn financial data into reports. For the first time, real-time blockchain ledgers and
Pacio’s TARI® gives actionable business improvement insight right where and when it is needed – at
the action point.
Financial Auditing
Larger entities are audited annually by an accounting practice. Having accounting on an immutable
blockchain reduces the work (cost) while greatly improving efficacy and reducing fraud.
These applications will greatly profit from a flourishing Tender economy.

Network effect
Tender will be an economy that profits from cooperation. New applications will be introduced if the
existing ones believe them to be beneficial for the economy. Every application profits from the user
base of the others. Users profit by having more apps accepting their Tender money. User adoption
will be boosted by earning opportunities provided via the economy. Pacio profits from liquidity –
development loans – and user base for Pacio’s future applications.
Tender economy is a win-win for everybody.

6

https://blog.goodaudience.com/blockchaintech-can-triple-entry-accounting-save-the-world-896092da4694
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2 Holochain / Pacio DLT
Holochain provides a new approach to DLT. Conventional blockchains of any generation store the
ledger on decentralised computers but the data itself is “central” as it is stored completely on every
full node. The more nodes, the higher the replication cost and the slower the system. Hacks like
lightning or sharding increase the tps capacity, but all existing blockchains reach a limit at a certain
point. None will reach Visa-like tps (>25k) any time soon.
Holochain takes a different route. It keeps blockchain traits like immutability, hashing and
decentralisation, but it puts these in the technical framework of a distributed hash (DHT) table as
used by the widely popular and functional BitTorrent p2p network:
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Holochain in their own words:
“Holochain provides a data structure that can be used to build decentralized apps. You have your
own chain, which you can add data to, including financial transactions. The chains can merge, split,
and interact in complex ways. The data is stored in a decentralized way (like Bittorrent). The data
has a hash, which is a mathematical fingerprint that corresponds to the data. If someone tampers
with the data, the mismatch between the data and the hash will be noticed, and the data rejected
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as invalid. Digital signatures guarantee the authorship of the data. It’s Bittorrent plus git plus digital
signatures.”7

How Holochain can achieve near zero-cost
The Holochain technology is lightweight with every user acting as node, miner and staker at the same
time. It can easily run on a mobile phone. That works because the node only stores its own
transactions and a copy of some other users’ transactions as in the BitTorrent system. There are no
network maintainers that need to be incentivised just to provide upkeep. The incentive for users is
to use the system.
With this scheme each additional node adds capacity, rather than reducing it as for first and second
generation blockchains. This enables transactional capacity to expand to any required value, even
up to billions of transactions per second to cover all currently envisaged world needs for all digital
apps.
But there is no free lunch. The network still needs upkeep in the form of bandwidth and file storage.
But that cost is accrued at the point of each user, the node. Since a node doesn’t have to maintain
the complete ledger as blockchain nodes do, the cost of maintenance is a mere fraction of that of
blockchains.
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This system is even more elegant on closer inspection as nearly all phones and desktop computers
have idle capacity. Users with flat-rate bandwidth who charge their mobile phone daily will hardly
ever have to pay anything extra for maintaining their node and thus the network.

State of Holochain and Pacio's Extension of It
The Holochain project is years old with an active community. Initial development used the Go
language, but in 2018 Holochain decided to switch to Rust as the main development language. That
transition is well advanced and should be complete by 2019 Q2. Pacio is working only with the Rust
version of Holochain.
Holochain’s design is ideal for applications that revolve around file hosting, social media, and simple
transfers. While digital currencies can be built on Holochain, it is not its most core use case. Nor is
Holochain optimal for business or other apps with complex transactions plus high throughput and
database needs.
Pacio is extending Holochain to make the technology better suited to Tender and general app needs,
especially re structured transactional data, transaction processing speed, load balancing, and
database requirements, as described in section 5 Technology.
Pacio is attempting to stay compatible with Holochain ie without forking Holochain, and as Pacio
work matures will feed back to Holochain.
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3 Tender Currencies
While Holochain permits the first zero-fee digital currency, their own Holo token comes with
transaction fees. That is understandable when Holochain itself is open source and Holo is a key
business model. But that is not a good starting point for an economy of Pacio’s Vision8. The Tender
currencies will have the following attributes:

Zero-fee
The Holochan/Pacio technology permits a zero-fee currency (see Chapter 1), but because it can be
done is not why it should be done. The reasons are the great economic benefits. It is beneficial to:
•

allow microtransfers

•

give any app the competitive advantage of zero marginal cost

•

destroy price incentive for competition – nobody can compete with free

•

increase adoption by orders of magnitude – people rather rally around a common good
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Multiple Mirror Fiat Currencies
Having one digital currency – say, TENDER – doesn’t really appeal to humans who are used to
thinking in terms of their national currency. Also, for a good user experience it is desirable to show
transactions in the user’s chosen currency. This could be handled by using TENDER internally and
showing the respective amount of local currency in apps, but that comes with another problem –
volatility. The TENDER would be attached to one currency, probably the US$. If the local currency is
volatile versus the US$ that volatility would be imported into the Tender Economy, violating the
objective of achieving stability e.g. a Russian user might exchange 10 roubles today, but have a
balance of 9.5 roubles tomorrow and 10.5 roubles the day after due to fiat volatility.
The Pacio solution is to use multiple digital currencies in the economy to mirror the national fiat
currencies required by app developers. Initially there will be TENDER$ and TENDER€ with additional
currencies to be added via a governance vote when the market (one or more developers) call for it.
No pure TENDER cryptocurrency is used. TENDER is always a prefix to a fiat currency such as TENDER$
or TENDER€. When TENDER is used by itself it is a short name for the TENDER digital currencies
mirroring fiat currencies.

Stable Currencies
There are three types of digital currencies:
1.
2.
3.

Volatile. See Bitcoin or Ether
Stable. Backed by fiat currency
Stable. Synchronised by liquidity / demand

For a great description of the benefits of free transactional systems see this article:
https://www.ribbonfarm.com/2019/02/28/markets-are-eating-the-world/
8
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A fiat-synchronised currency used for transactional purposes needs to be stable. It is also detrimental
to a zero-fee currency to store equivalent fiat currency in a bank account; given that this is quite
costly. The third option can be achieved through dynamic money supply.
This option uses a central banking function: emitting new currency when a surplus of demand
threatens to raise the price and destroying existing currency when demand drops.
Since the Tender economy is a common good, there can’t be a single entity managing the money
supply. The central bank – Pacio calls it the Mint – is managed by consensus via the application
providers that use TENDER.
They are deemed to be the parties most interested in the wellbeing of the system and motivated to
care for it, and thus are able to be trusted by all.

Real money experience
There will be no universal adoption, as long as users think of a digital currency as something other
than real money. Mirroring national fiat currencies is step 1. Step 2 is that users must be able to use
the wallet like a bank account app. Tender will have a fiat gateway from existing payment methods.
Step 3 is to not focus on crypto users as a prime target group. Tender will start with and actively seek
applications that:
are used in the non-crypto world

•

are not currently possible in the physical realm
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•

Market share will not be found in the already crowded crypto community alone.

Transaction convenience
Tender currencies will have two attributes that give them similar ease of use to Paypal.
1.
2.

(near) immediate finality – if both nodes are online the transaction is done almost
immediately
Transaction recall – while by default the transactions are final, the sender and recipient can
agree to allow cancellation within a certain period. This removes the fear factor re sending
large payments e.g. for buying a house, to the wrong person by mistake.
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4 Tender Economy
The Tender economy deals primarily with these issues: Governance, dynamic emission, app
development loans, swaps, exchange.
The circulation of currencies within the economy can be visualised as such:
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Governance
The economy uses two layers of trust:
1.

Governance is executed by the parties that have the greatest interest in a functioning network
forming a governing body, and involves managing dynamic emission, loans, and swaps.

2.

The system allows direct money transfers between people who trust each other. Example: a fan
donates to her most favourite youtuber.

This system supports trustful relations.
In Bitcoin and other blockchains protection from attacks comes by attacks being very expensive and
those who could most easily attack have a financial incentive not to do so. But that makes the whole
system expensive, whereas the Pacio objective is low cost with superior performance. Thus Pacio
takes the “expensive” variable out of the game and replaces it with indirect incentives for users to
take care of the system, combined with penalties up to exclusion for anyone who acts maliciously.

Dynamic Emission
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An automatic algorithm to control dynamic money supply for a non-volatile currency would be
exposed to attacks given the strong incentives for attackers. Thus, Pacio has opted for manual
control by users who are incentivised to maintain system stability. Such governance is less
predictable by potential attackers and thus less susceptible to manipulation. It is also adaptive to
unknown risks and new challenges which might arise.
It is Pacio’s assumption that economic enterprises which have a stake in the economy via deployed
apps will have the greatest interest in such a system since stability, security and longevity are among
the best features they can offer to attract and retain customers.
Thus in the Tender Economy the governing body consists of application developers or entrepreneurs
who participate in the economy. They either vote themselves or delegate the right to another
participant. Voting power is weighted by developer rating or metrics re use of the currency.
A governance app will handle the mechanics of running polls, and keeping track of members, results
etc.
The result: This approach of governance by application developers creates stability that is in the
interest of all participants of the network. This is better than in fiat economies where “stability” is
controlled by central banks which can have different objectives from users of the currency.

The Emission Process
The emission mechanism depends on a variety of quantitative factors such as the app’s ratings by
the governing members, the emission rate, and the number of apps. When their funding request in
TENDERs are filled then the next app in line receives the emitted amount.
The type of TENDER emitted will depend on the funding currency of the app being funded. Thus, in
one emissions session a number of different TENDER currencies could be involved.
The funding currency nominated for an app in its business plan is likely to be the currency of the
app’s main market but that is not mandatory, or even necessarily known.

TENDER Economy White Paper v1.0
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App Development Loans
Emitting TENDERs is a means of creating liquidity. Newly minted TENDERs are emitted as a loan to
application developers 9 at zero interest. To keep the queue orderly and to avoid spamming it is
proposed to require a business plan and payment of a small application fee. Funding loans will then
be made according to a rating and governance system described below.
In the starting phase of the Tender Economy there will not be much value behind the loans since the
recipients may not yet have buyers for their TENDERs. However, as demand for services is created
the currency will accrue value in relation to fiat currencies or other cryptos. With enough demand
the currency will become as valuable as its equivalent fiat Dollars or Euros.
The loan is paid back to the economy with an inbuilt automatic cut on transfers received by the app,
starting after a set period specified in the business plan. Once a loan has been repaid an applicant
can apply for further funding.
With no bank to pay loans back to, loan repayments will be destroyed. This reduces the circulation
of the currency and will be balanced by new emissions in a stable closed loop.
Restricting governance to enterprises who previously applied for funding has an elegant side effect.
It strengthens loyalty to the economy and further increases their incentive to protect and support it.
TENDER ECONOMY WHITE PAPER V1.0

Paying back the loan, participating in governance and positive behaviour increase the likelihood of
being granted funding in the future since funding is granted when a project seems beneficial to the
economy.

Swaps
Circulation of Tender including loan repayments in a different TENDER currency from that of the
funding emission, may result in the need for an internal process to make adjustments from time to
time by swapping currencies. A swap is different from an exchange. In an exchange, ownership
changes. In a swap, one currency will be destroyed, with the equivalent value being created in
another currency.
Since swaps deal with real fiat currency values, they can’t safely be executed by an automated
process. The fiat exchange rates to be used would need to come from a third-party source which
opens an attack vector which it is better to avoid. See also the next section on Exchange. The solution
for these occasional adjustment/management swaps is to use voting via the governing body.
Participating would be an incentive for voters, not financially since there is no fee, but in terms of
their rating. Participating in swap voting adds to the reputation that translates into voting weight.

Exchange
An exchange where holders can change one TENDER-currency for another is required. Example: a US
Youtuber receives microdonations in TENDER$, TENDER€ and TENDER-Rouble. While he can easily
sell TENDER$ via Stripe or Paypal, he can’t do so with foreign currencies. Exchange service should be
provided as a third-party (potentially) fee charging app or apps deployed by those whose business it
is to run exchanges and cope with the liquidity, arbitrage, and risk issues involved.

The term “application developer“ means the entity creating an application and not individual programmers. Application
most likely but not exclusively means a software product. Application could also mean a donation collecting mechanism for a
charity.
9
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5 Technology
This section describes aspects of the technology for Tender being implemented by Pacio to build on
Holochain’s work.

Applications
Simple apps such as (micro-)money transfer ones can run on a phone or desktop. Apps will be
available from an app store. If the phone or computer isn’t already running a Tender Economy node,
installing an app will automatically start a light node running – a node sufficient to sign transactions
and do local network maintenance.
More complex or sophisticated apps with database or other requirements will run on a computer or
server in a wasm (web assembly) machine with a full DHT (distributed hash table) node. Such apps
could have either a web user interface, or a mobile phone app one, or both.

Structured Transactional Data
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Pacio is adding support for structured transactional data as required for business and some other
applications, where transactions may involve numerous app defined fields, not just a single money
(crypto) field. Further, some apps will need transactions to be stored in sets, for example double
entry accounting entries need to be stored as a set of entries which balance to zero, with part of a
set being invalid or incomplete data.

High Throughput
Some Tender apps such as IoT ones and some business one will have high transactional throughput
needs of the order of 50,000 tps per node. To handle this Pacio is optimising node processing sped
with local (to the node) DB storage and load balancing.

Database Requirements
For applications with database requirements, low level support for distributed scalable and secure
NoSQL/SQL databases is provided by the full DHT network nodes running on a computer or server.
Higher level functions such as TEA, digital id, governance and others would be exposed by apps via
an API (Applications Programming Interface) and be used by other apps via bridges, with each app
running in its own wasm machine.
Database update transactions are stored in the platform DHT with app defined transactions
moderated by apps. Since DHT storage is inefficient for querying in terms of speed and usability,
apps with querying or reporting needs, can roll out their data into high performance scalable local
SQL database where the global part is read-only and is meant to be joined with other app data to
deliver services to users. This SQL database can be hosted by users or app hosting providers who
may configure a cluster of database nodes to ensure scalability and data security using a database
such as TiDB.
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Data Privacy
The base p2p network as used by Holochain will be extended to provide business level security, using
DHT segmentation where one node can be part of multiple isolated segments. This resembles TCP/IP
network configurations, where a corporate node can be part of the local office network, regional
corporate network and the global network. For example, an application could run accounting apps
in the local office, provide some of the accumulated data to a regional office, while using microtransfers, TEA and transacting with suppliers and customers on the global segment. Segments are
isolated from each other and configurable to be permission-less or permissioned with different kinds
of administration.

Governance
A governance app will assist with emission, loans, and swaps governance.
This app could be extended for apps use if needed for tasks such as moderating global DB data and
upgrading software.
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6 People
Tender is a common good created by Pacio Core Ltd. The St. Lucia-based company makes business
data applications in the decentralised ledger technology sphere. See here the executive team for
tender, the complete Pacio team can be viewed here.

David Hartley
CEO
David became one of Australia’s leading entrepreneurs in the 70s and 80s, supplying
solutions (software and hardware) for the accountancy profession and enterprises
in 15 countries around the world. David’s career also included ventures in Hong
Kong, New Zealand, UK, Antigua & Barbuda, Panama, and now Saint Lucia. The
systems developed by David’s various firms have produced and to this day continue
to produce financial statements for millions of businesses.
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Vadim Frolov
CTO
Software Development and Information Systems Analysis. Design, development,
optimisation and project management experience.
Vadim brings over 20 years of software development, information systems
analysis, design, development optimisation and project management
experience.
He has a background in AI and mathematical linguistics. His passion lies in
understanding difficult matters such as philosophy and developing IT solutions
which help improve economies for the good of all.

Marcell Nimfuehr
CMO
He is a trained software developer with 15 years of experience in strategic
communications (Doctors Without Borders among others). Marcell has
experience in technology, start-ups, communications, lobbying, advocacy,
fundraising including ICOs. He is a writer and film maker.
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